Abstract-The Gauss-Newton algorithm is a popular and efficient centralized method for solving non-linear least squares problems. In this paper, we propose a multi-agent distributed version of this algorithm, named Gossip-based Gauss-Newton (GGN) algorithm, which can be applied in general problems with non-convex objectives. Furthermore, we analyze and present sufficient conditions for its convergence and show numerically that the GGN algorithm achieves performance comparable to the centralized algorithm, with graceful degradation in case of network failures. More importantly, the GGN algorithm provides significant performance gains compared to other distributed first order methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Numerical algorithms for solving non-linear least squares (NLLS) problems are well studied and understood [1] . Popular methods are the so called Newton and Gauss-Newton algorithms. Newton algorithms are second order methods that use the Hessian of the objective function to stabilize and accelerate local convergence [2] , [3] , while Gauss-Newton simplifies the computation of the Hessian particularly for NLLS problems by ignoring the higher order derivatives [4] . The Gauss-Newton algorithm is commonly used for power systems state estimation [5] , localization [6] , frequency estimation [7] , Kalman filtering [8] , medical imaging [9] . Given the fact that for some of these problems the data are acquired over a wide area, in this paper we are interested in the decentralized implementation of the Gauss-Newton algorithm in a network, via gossiping. Since their introduction [10] , gossip algorithms have been extensively investigated [11] , [12] , as surveyed in [13] . Deterministic and randomized protocols for gossip algorithms with synchronous or asynchronous updates have been further studied [14] , [15] and applied in different areas in networked control and distributed signal processing, such as distributed Kalman filtering [16] or convex optimization problems [17] .
Our work is closely related with the recent developments in the area of distributed optimization via network diffusion, which evolved from the incremental methods in [18] , [19] and gossip-based sub-gradient algorithms in [17] onto fully decentralized and randomized algorithms. The distributed algorithms analyzed in [20] - [24] tackle convex optimization problems through either synchronous or asynchronous communications. These techniques combine a local descent step with a network diffusion step. The convergence of these diffusion algorithms typically requires convexity and a diminishing step-size, which results in slow convergence in general [25] . Recently, [26] assumes local strong convexity and proposes a diffusion optimization scheme for general convex problems by using stochastic gradients with a constant step-size. Furthermore, the convergence analysis of network diffusion algorithms has also been developed for adaptive formulations using a constant step-size for linear filtering problems [27] - [29] , or using a diminishing step-size for non-linear invertible systems [24] . Despite the simplicity of first order methods in diffusion algorithms, they generally suffer from slow convergence in contrast to Newton-type algorithms.
Recently, a gossip-based Newton method was derived in [30] to solve network utility maximization problems and later applied to power flow estimation [31] . The algorithm relies on the diagonal structure of the Hessian matrix and its convergence is proven under the hypothesis that the error of the computed Newton descent is bounded. In addition, the method is developed specifically for strictly convex problems, where the variables are completely separable for each distributed agent (i.e., its Hessian is block diagonal), while NLLS problems are oftentimes non-convex and non-separable. Although there have been some ad-hoc applications of the Gauss-Newton methods via network average consensus in sensor networks [32] - [34] or incremental methods in acoustic sources localization [35] that relax these assumptions, a thorough study of the algorithm performance in the general case is still missing.
Motivated by this background, in this paper, we propose and study the performance of the Gossip-based Gauss-Newton (GGN) algorithm, for general NLLS problems that are nonseparable and non-convex. We also showcase its performance in power system state estimation (PSSE) [36] , [37] for system monitoring and control. Recently, the development of distributed PSSE schemes has received considerable attention [38] - [47] to achieve wide area awareness in the expanding power grid. Most of these algorithms hierarchically aggregate the information from distributed control areas under the assumption that there are redundant measurements available at each area to uniquely identify the local state variables (i.e., local observability). Such condition is not required by the GGN algorithm in this paper, similar to the recent works in [48] , [49] . In comparison, the proposed GGN algorithm is very different in terms of the network communications and algorithm convergence. The method in [48] is motivated by the diffusion algorithm in [24] (similar to [20] in an adaptive setting), which is a first order sub-gradient method. On the other hand, our approach converges much faster and our communication model is more flexible and robust. The authors in [49] used the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) to distribute the state estimation procedure by decomposing the state variables in different areas so that each agent estimates a local state. This is in contrast to the global state considered in this paper. Furthermore, the communications entailed by ADMM is constrained by the power grid topology, while the communication model considered in this paper is decoupled from the grid topology and more flexible in terms of network reconfigurations and random failures. Also, the numerical tests in [49] are based exclusively on a linear model using Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) data, while the algorithm convergence in general is not discussed.
The challenge associated with PSSE is the presence of multiple stationary points due to the non-convexity of the NLLS objective. This fact confirms the importance of deriving the sufficient conditions for the convergence of the GGN, provided in this paper. These conditions indicate how close the algorithm needs to be initialized around the global minimizer in order to converge to it. The criterion has practical implications in the power grid application, since it can be met by deploying judiciously PMUs (see [50] ). In the simulations, we show how our GGN algorithm performs compared to the PSSE diffusion algorithms in [48] and [24] in an adaptive setting with streaming data.
Synopsis: In Section II, we define the NLLS problems and provide the distributed NLLS formulation in a network. Then, the proposed GGN algorithm is described in detail in Section III and its convergence analysis follows in Section IV. We formulate the PSSE application in Section V as a NLLS problem and solve it using the proposed GGN algorithm. Finally, the convergence and performance of the GGN algorithm is demonstrated for PSSE problems in Section VI.
Notation: We denote vectors (matrices) by boldface lowercase (upper-case) symbols, and the set of real (complex) numbers by R (C). The magnitude of a complex number x is denoted by |x| = √ xx * , where x * is the conjugate of x. The transpose, conjugate transpose, and inverse of a non-singular matrix X are denoted by X T , X H and X −1 , respectively. The inner product between two vectors x, y ∈ C N ×1 is defined accordingly as x, y = N n=1 y * n x n . The W-weighted Euclidean norm of a vector x is denoted by x W = √ x H Wx, and the conventional Euclidean norm is written as x . The 2-norm of a matrix A is denoted by A and the Frobenius norm is denoted by A F . Given a matrix A = [a 1 , · · · , a N ] where a n is a column vector, the vectorization operator is defined as vec(A) = [a
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT Let x ∈ R N be an unknown parameter vector associated with a specific network, belonging to a compact convex set X. The network objective is described by a vector-valued con-
are not necessarily convex. Then, a nonlinear least squares (NLLS) problem for the network is
Throughout this paper, we assume the following about (1):
1) The vector function is continuous, differentiable, and bounded for x ∈ X with
2) The M × N Jacobian G(x) = ∂g(x)/∂x T is fullcolumn rank for all x ∈ X. Denote by λ min (·) and λ max (·) the minimum and maximum eigenvalues and let
3) The Jacobian G(x) satisfies the Lipschitz condition
where ω > 0 is a Lipschitz constant.
A. Centralized Gauss-Newton Algorithm
When data and functions are available at a central point, the Gauss-Newton method starts from some initial point x 0 and solves the NLLS problem iteratively [4] 
where α k is the step-size in the k-th iteration and P X [·] is a projection onto the constrained set X. According to Assumption 1, the Gauss-Newton Hessian matrix
where G(x) is the M × N Jacobian matrix of g(x). In this paper, we assume that fixed points always exist for the update (3), which corresponds to the set of the stationary points of the cost function satisfying the first order condition
Note that if α k is chosen differently at each iteration, the algorithm is called the damped Gauss-Newton method while α k = α corresponds to the undamped Gauss-Newton method. Under Assumption 1, it is well-known from [1] , [4] that if the step-size α k is chosen according to the Wolfe condition, the Gauss-Newton iteration converges to a stationary point of the cost function. Since many NLLS problems are non-convex by nature, the focus in this paper is to study the local convergence property of the algorithm to an arbitrary fixed point x ∈ X.
B. Distributed Formulation
Although the convergence of centralized Gauss-Newton algorithms is well studied [4] under Assumption 1, it is not immediately clear that similar local convergence properties can be maintained for the decentralized version. As shown in Fig.  1 , suppose there are I distributed agents, and the i-th agent only knows a subset function g i :
with
In this setting, the goal is to obtain
where each agent has only partial knowledge of the global cost function. Based on Assumption 1, we have the following results on the distributed formulation.
In the distributed setting, it is difficult to coordinate the stepsize at different agents to satisfy the Wolfe condition [1] in a global sense. A variable step-size is also quite inconvenient, because of the difficulties of coordinating a change in the stepsize across a network. As a result, we study the undamped Gauss-Newton case with a constant step-size α ∈ (0, 1] i.e.
where the exact decentralized descent is given by
According to (9) , each agent requires the computation of
while the i-th agent has only partial information available to compute
In the next section, we introduce the GGN algorithm.
III. GOSSIP-BASED GAUSS-NEWTON (GGN) ALGORITHM
The proposed GGN algorithm implements the update in (4) in a fully distributed manner. There are two time scales in the GGN algorithm, one is the time for Gauss-Newton update and the other is the gossip exchange between every two Gauss-Newton updates. Throughout the rest of the paper, we consistently use update (denoted by "k") for the GaussNewton algorithm and exchange (denoted by " ") for network gossiping. We assume that all the network agents have a synchronous clock that determines the time instants τ k for the k-th algorithm update across the network. Between two updates [τ k , τ k+1 ), the agents exchange information via network gossiping at time
Next, we describe the local update model for the GGN algorithm at each distributed agent in Section III-A, and introduce in Section III-B the gossip model for every exchange = 1, · · · , k that takes place between every two updates.
A. Local Update Model
Let x k i be the local iterate at the i-th agent after the k-th update. For convenience, let
The "exact descent" in (9) , if it were to be computed at the i-th agent for the (k + 1)-th update, would be
which is impossible to obtain in a distributed setting. This is because of the fact that agent j is not aware of the iterate x k i at other agents i = j as well as that each node only knows its own mapping g j and G j . In fact, the available information at the ith agent after the k-th Gauss-Newton update is
. Therefore, we propose to use an average surrogate for q(x
which can be obtained via network gossiping. After the k-th update by each agent at τ k , the network enters gossip exchange stage [τ k , τ k+1 ) to compute the surrogateh k andH k . Define the length-N H local information vector (i.e., N H = N (N +1)) at the i-th agent for the -th gossip exchange
with initial condition H k,i (0) given by
The surrogates are the network averages of the initial con-
After k exchanges, the "approximated descent" for the (k+ 1)-th update at the i-th agent is
and the local estimate is updated as
B. Network Gossiping Model
Before describing the gossiping protocol, we first model the data exchange between different agents. We use the insights from [10] , [20] , [53] and impose some rules on the agent communications over time. For each exchange, an agent i communicates with its neighbor agent j during [τ k , τ k+1 ). This is captured by a time-varying network graph
) for every GN update k and gossip exchange . The node set I = {1, · · · , I} refers to the set of agents, and the edge set M k, is formed by the communication links in that particular gossip exchange. Associated to the graph is the adjacency matrix
Assumption 2. The composite communication graph G k,∞ = {I, M k,∞ } for the k-th update is connected, where
There exists an integer L ≥ 1 such that
With the communication model in Assumption 2, each agent combines the information from its neighbors with certain weights. Define a weight matrix
, where the (i, j)-th entry W k ij ( ) of the matrix W k ( ) is the weight associated to the edge {i, j}, which is non-zero if and only if {i, j} ∈ M k, .
Assumption 3. For all k and , the weight matrix W k ( ) is symmetric and doubly stochastic. There exists a scalar η with 0 < η < 1 such that for all i, j ∈ I
The gossip exchange of each agent is local with its neighbors using this weight matrix W k ( ). By stacking the local information vectors
T , the exchange model can be written compactly as
where k is number of exchanges [τ k , τ k+1 ) as specified later. 
With the prescribed communication model, we highlight the following two special cases which are often analyzed in consensus and gossiping literature [10] , [13] , [15] , [17] . [13] , [17] : In the CSE protocol, each agent combines the information from possible multiple neighbors, determined by the communication network A, with a static weight matrix W for all updates and exchanges at τ k, ∈ [τ k , τ k+1 ) for = 1, · · · , k . In particular, if the network is fully connected such that A = I I − 1 I 1 T I , the communication interval is simply L = 1 in which each agent talks to everybody in every exchange. There are multiple ways to choose the weight matrix in the CSE protocol, where one of the most popular choice is constructed according to the Laplacian L = diag(A1 I ) − A as W = I I − wL with w = β/ max(A1 I ) for some 0 < β < 1.
1) Coordinated Static Exchange (CSE)
2) Uncoordinated Random Exchange (URE) [15] : For each exchange in the URE protocol during [τ k , τ k+1 ), a random agent i wakes up and chooses at random a neighbor agent j ∈ M (i) k, to communicate. We define the matrix Γ [γ i,j ] I×I whose (i, j)-th element γ i,j represents the probability of node i choosing agent j once agent i wakes up. The gossip exchanges are pairwise and local [15] . Suppose agent I k, wakes up at τ k, ∈ [τ k , τ k+1 ) and J k, is the node picked by node I k, with probability γ I k, ,J k, . Then given some mixing parameter 0 < β < 1, the weight matrix at this time is
where e i is the I-dimensional canonical basis vector with 1 at the i-th entry and 0 otherwise. Note that the URE protocol does not necessarily satisfy Assumption 2, nevertheless numerical simulations indicate that its performance degrade moderately compared to the CSE protocol. The errors in the GGN are the topic of the following lemma: set k = k + 1.
5:
initialization: For i ∈ I, each agent i evaluates (18) and constructs H k,i (0) as (17); 6: network gossiping: Each agent i exchanges information with neighbors via network gossiping as (24) . 7: local update: For i ∈ I, each agent i updates its local variables as (21) and (20) .
geometric rate uniformly for all i, j ∈ I and k
with L 0 = (I − 1)L and
It is clear from Lemma 1 that the limit of the weight matrix product exists lim
T and thus we have
which asymptotically leads to the lim
IV. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS In this section, we analyze the convergence of the GGN algorithm (summarized in Algorithm 1) by examining the recursion in (21) . Note that the error made in the local descent (20) compared with the exact descent (14) stems from two sources, including the gossiping error resulting from a finite k and the mismatch error by using the surrogatesh k andH k instead of the exact quantities. In the following, we analyze the effect of this error in the convergence of the GGN algorithm.
A. Perturbed Recursion Analysis
At the (k+1)-th update, the error between the local estimate x at each update (21) and an arbitrary fixed point x in (5) satisfies the following recursion
Proof: See Appendix A. The error recursion is a perturbed version of the centralized recursion. The discrepancy between the distributed and centralized update is d
, and its convergence is analyzed in the following theorem. Theorem 1. (Convergence with Bounded Perturbation) Let Assumption 1 hold and X be a compact convex set. Given a step-size chosen as
and the condition
we define the following
where κ is a bounded perturbation with
≤ κ is bounded for all k and i ∈ I, then given any x 0 i that falls within the ρ max -neighborhood of a certain fixed point x ∈ X
the asymptotic error of the local iterate x k i at each agent with respect to x can be bounded as
Proof: See Appendix B. An intuition that can be drawn from the sufficient condition is that the smaller is the Lipschitz constant ω, the larger is the region of convergence around the fixed point x one can start with. In other words, the smoother the cost function the better the convergence. If min in (30) is small (e.g., the fixed point is the minimizer x in (7)), then by letting α = 1 and assuming κ → 0, we have ρ max ≈ 2σ min /ω − κ and the steady error is approximately ρ min ≈ κ with finite iterations, which scales with the gossiping error. Furthermore, when min = 0 the convergence rate is quadratic, same as the Newton's method. Finally, when κ = 0, the result reduces to the centralized Gauss-Newton algorithm since there is no perturbation.
B. Perturbation Analysis of κ
Given that the perturbation is bounded, Theorem 1 is sufficient to guarantee convergence of the GGN algorithm.
In the following, we analyze this perturbation and show that the bounded condition holds.
1) Gossiping error: Define at the -th exchange
T and their deviations from the exact averagesh k andH k as
The gossip errors e k ( k ) and E k ( k ) are related to the properties of the weight matrices W k ( ) in Lemma 1.
Lemma 3. Let Assumption 2 and 3 hold. The gossip error e k ( k ) and E k ( k ) after the k-th update can be bounded as
Proof
which thus leads to
By (40) and Corollary 1, we have
Clearly, this discrepancy depends on the disagreement x k i − x k j for each pair of i-th and j-th agents, characterized by the mismatch ∆ k,i and δ k,i which originates from the gossip errors E k,i ( k ) and e k,i ( k ). Having analyzed the gossip error dynamics in Lemma 3, in the following we bound the disagreement
For any ξ ∈ (0, 1/2), the number min is chosen as
2 A simple choice is 0 = min and k = k−1 +1, then λ∞ = 1/(1−λη).
where C, λ η are defined in (39) (27) , ν = max{ν δ , ν ∆ } and
with max , σ min and σ max given by Assumption 1.
Lemma 4. Let the minimum exchange min be chosen based on an arbitrary value ξ ∈ (0, 1/2) using (45)
for any i and j at the K-th update satisfies
where C is the gossip error scale in (39), C 1 , C 2 are defined in (47) and λ η is the gossip convergence rate in (27) . Based on Assumption 4, this implies
Proof: See Appendix D.
Theorem 2. Under Assumption 1, 2, 3 and 4, Given Lemma 1, 3 and 4, the discrepancy between the inexact and the exact descent is bounded for all i and k
by the finite perturbation κ 4C 1 Dλ
, whose magnitude vanishes exponentially with respect to the minimum number of gossip exchanges lim min →∞ κ = 0.
Proof: See Appendix E. Theorem 1 and 2 indicate that if the exchanges k 's are large, then κ → 0 and the recursion approaches the centralized version. Note that Theorem 1 and 2 are proven using very pessimistic bounds. In Section VI the numerical results show the algorithm behaves well even with link failures, in spite of not meeting all the conditions and assumption stated.
V. APPLICATION : POWER SYSTEM STATE ESTIMATION
A power network is characterized by vertices (called buses) representing simple interconnections, generators or loads, denoted by the set N {1, · · · , N }. Transmission lines connecting these buses constitute the power grid topology, denoted by the edge set E with cardinality |E| = L. The electrical parameters of the grid are characterized by the admittance matrix Y = [−Y nm ] N ×N , where Y nm = G nm +iB nm , {n, m} ∈ E is the line admittance, and the shunt admittanceȲ nm =Ḡ nm + iB nm associated with the Π-model 3 of each transmission line {n, m} ∈ E. Note that Y nn = − l =n (Ȳ nm + Y nm ) is defined as the self-admittance. The state of the power system corresponds to the voltage phasors at all buses, described by voltage phase and magnitude
T is the phase vector with θ 1 being the slack bus phase, and
T contains the magnitude. 
A. Power Measurement Models
Power measurements include the active/reactive power injection (P n , Q n ) for buses n ∈ N , and the active/reactive power flows (P nm , Q nm ) on transmission lines (n, m) ∈ E. The ensemble of these quantities can be stacked into the length-2N power injection vector f I (x), as well as the length-4L line flow vector f F (x) respectively
and expressed in relation to the state x as in [54] 
where θ nm = θ n − θ m . By stacking the power flow equations and the measurements into vectors
T , the measurement ensemble in the presence of measurement error ε [ε
T is the true state.
B. Formulation and Solution for the PSSE
A reasonable abstraction of the data acquisition architecture in power systems is as an interconnected multi-site infrastructure, with I sites in which the i-th site covers a subset of buses n ∈ N i satisfying N j N i = ∅ and N i , N j ⊂ N (Fig. 2) . The i-th site temporally aligns and aggregates a snapshot of M i local measurements of {z i,m } Mi m=1 within the site or on the lines that connect its own site with others. The i-th site's measurements are selected from the ensemble in (52) as
where
] is a block diagonal binary matrix selecting the corresponding measurements at the i-th site. Specifically, T i,I ∈ {0, 1}
and T i,F ∈ {0, 1} M i,F ×4L are selection matrices with each row having only one "1" entry located at the index of the corresponding element in f (x) measured by field devices. The number of measurements recorded by each agent is
The universally accepted problem formulation for static state estimation is to solve a weighted NLLS problem that fits the estimated state to the power measurements [36] , [37] . Assuming E{εε T } = σ 2 I, the state is estimated as
, n ∈ N } with θ max and V max being the phase angle and voltage limit. By letting g i (x) z i −f i (x) and G i (x) −∂f i (x)/∂x T , the problem can be solved using the proposed GGN algorithm.
In many practical scenarios [24] , [27] - [29] , many similar NLLS problems in a network take the form
Mi is a snapshot of measurements taken at agent i at time t. In this scenario, the GGN algorithm can be readily applied to track the state by initializing x 0 i [t] with the previous local estimate x i [t]. In the following, we show the performance of the GGN algorithm in estimating and tracking the state of power systems using real-time measurements.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare the GGN algorithm cost in (54) and Mean Square Error (MSE) with that of the algorithms [48] . We also show numerically that the GGN algorithm can process measurement adaptively and compare it against the method in [24] . Given the distributed estimates { V (k) i,n , θ (k) i,n } at each update, the local MSE relative toV n 's andθ n 's is
The results are averaged over 10 3 experiments. We also show the MSE of the GGN algorithm using the URE protocol in the presence of random link failures.
We considered the IEEE-30 bus (N = 30) model in MATPOWER 4.0. The initialization is 1 for voltage magnitude and 0 for the phase. We take one snapshot of the load profile from the UK National Grid load curve from [55] Comparison between the GGN algorithm (CSE Protocol) and diffusion algorithm in [48] with min = 3 exchanges
by are generated adding independent Gaussian errors ε i,m ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) with σ 2 = 10 −6 .
A. Comparison with Diffusion Algorithms under CSE Protocol
Here we evaluate the performance of the GGN algorithm against the diffusion algorithm for PSSE in [48] , and its extension to adaptive processing in [24] . To make a fair comparison in terms of communication costs and accuracy, we exploit the CSE protocol used in [24] , [48] for our method, where the exchange is coordinated and synchronous. For simplicity, we divide the system into I = 3 sites as in , [48] . The network diffusion algorithm takes place at each exchange , while the GGN algorithm runs k = 0 = min = 3 exchanges for each update. Therefore, the exchange index in the GGN algorithm is the remainder of the index in the diffusion algorithm divided by 3.
1) Estimation on Static Measurements:
In this subsection, we show the comparison between our approach and that in [48] over 900 exchanges overall. In particular, the comparison is on the global objective (54) evaluated with local estimates
and the following term to evaluate the optimality in (5)
which are plotted against the total number of gossip exchanges so that the comparison is performed on the same time scale. Clearly, the GGN algorithm converges much faster since it reaches the steady state error after k = 10 updates (i.e., k min = 30 exchanges). It is observed in Fig. 3 (a) to 3(b) that although the gossip exchange per update min = 3 is small and does not satisfy Assumption 4, both Val k and the Grad k still decrease exponentially as the iterations progress. On the other hand, the objective value and the gradient norm of the diffusion algorithm in [48] decrease slowly. Furthermore, the update of diffusion algorithms exhibit more fluctuations especially in the beginning, while the GGN algorithm conditions the gradient by the GN Hessian and therefore the update tends to be smooth and continues to lie in the proximity of the desired solution with high accuracy. Furthermore, the performances of the diffusion algorithm are sensitive to the step-size α diff, , since α diff, = 0.01 −1 is better initially due to less fluctuations as a result of the small step-size, while 0.3 −1 gradually outperforms 0.01 −1 due to the progress made by the larger step-size. However, when the step-size continues to increase, the performance starts to deteriorate from α diff, = 0.5 −1 to −1 , and even diverges beyond a certain value.
2) Estimation via Adaptive Processing:
Here we show numerically the applicability of the GGN algorithm to adaptive processing as described in (55) against the method proposed in [24] with the same network setting and step-sizes. Furthermore, we compare the global MSE performance of the GGN algorithm against the diffusion algorithm, given by
We generate 3 snapshots of measurements {z i [t]} I i=1 for t = 1, · · · , 3 based on the same statex[t] =x by adding independent Gaussian noise with variance σ 2 = 10 −6 , similar to the adaptive setting considered in [24] . More specifically, we use min = 3 gossip exchanges between every two algorithm updates until k = 10, thus leading to a total number of 30 exchanges per snapshot. It can be seen from Fig. 4(a) to 4(c) that the proposed GGN algorithm tracks the state accurately when new measurements stream in, where the spikes observed in the plots are caused by the new measurements. Since the number of gossip exchanges is limited, the diffusion algorithm in [48] and [24] convergence slowly and fail to track the state.
B. MSE Performance under URE Protocol with Link Failures
In this section, we examine the MSE performance of the GGN algorithm under the URE protocol with a fixed number of algorithm updates K = 40. The performance is evaluated with a demanding setting, where we divide the N -bus system into N sites and each site only communicates with one of its neighbors 10 times on average. The network-wide communication volume in this scenario is on the order of the network diameter O(N ), which implies the number of transmissions in the centralized scheme as if the local measurements are relayed and routed through the entire network. For simplicity, we simulate that at each exchange, the i-th distributed agents wakes up with uniform probability 1/I and picks a neighbor with equal probability 1/I.
In order to show the robustness of the proposed algorithm, we examine the performance of the GGN algorithm for cases with random link failures, where any established link {i, j} ∈ M fails with probability p = 0.3 independently. It is clear that this communication model with link failures may not satisfy Assumption 2, but it is shown below that our approach is robust to the random setting and degrades gracefully with the probability of failures. In Fig. 5 , we track both the individual objective Val
Θ,i defined in (56) and (57) . It can be observed from the figure that the MSE curves of state estimates of different sites are highly consistent and they all converge asymptotically when there is no link failures. Similar behaviors can be observed for the case with random link failures, where the local estimate at each site is not in perfect consistence with the others, but the accuracy remains satisfactory compared to the perfect case and degrades gracefully with the probability of link failures.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we study the convergence and performance of the GGN algorithm and discuss its application in power system state estimation. The numerical results suggest that that the proposed algorithm leads to accurate state estimates across the distributed areas, is robust to link/node failures, with polinomial communication and computation cost.
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APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 2
To study the convergence of the GGN algorithm, we examine the update in (21) and re-write it with respect to the exact descent d
By subtracting the fixed point x and using the non-expansive property of the operator P X (·) on the closed convex set X, we have the following recursion
For convenience, we denote G † (·) as the pseudo-inverse of G(·). For any fixed point x ∈ X in (5) such that G † (x )g(x ) = 0, the first term can be equivalently written by substituting (9) as follows
Using (4) together with the invertibility condition of G(x) over x ∈ X in Assumption 1, we have
Then by substituting (63) into (62), and meanwhile adding and subtracting simultaneously a term αG
, we have the following expression
The expression in the first term can be re-written with the mean-value theorem as follows
whose norm can be bounded by using Assumption 1 as
From the Lipschitz condition in Assumption 1, we have
Thus, if condition (3) of Assumption 1 holds, we have
and finally according to [56, Lemma 1], we have
By definition we have
Also Assumption 1 implies G † (x) ≤ 1/σ min . For convenience, we let min g(x ) be the goodness of fit at x and define the following constants
Then, substituting G † (x) ≤ 1/σ min and (69)(70) back to (64) and using (30), we have
Therefore, we have the error recursion (29) .
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 1
If the discrepancy error is upper bounded by a constant
then from Lemma 2, the recursion can be simplified as
where T 1 and T 2 are given in (30) . Let ζ i,k = x k i − x , then the error recursion can be expressed as a dynamical system as
Since ζ i,k is non-negative, this error dynamic can be upper bounded by the dynamical system of ρ k+1 = ψ(ρ k ) with
whose equilibrium points are obtained by solving
When κ satisfies
the equilibrium points of (75) exist and are obtained as (34) .
Now letψ(ρ) dψ(ρ)/dρ be the first order derivative of the dynamics. According to [57, cf. Proposition 1.9] , an equilibrium point is a stable sink if |ψ(·)| < 1 and unstable otherwise. Thus, the equilibrium point ρ max is unstable since the following is always true
while the point ρ min is a sink if
To guarantee ψ (ρ min ) < 1, it requires
which together with (76) leads to the following condition on the bounded perturbation κ
Clearly, given an arbitrary α ∈ (0, 1], the lower bound on κ is unrealistic if T 2 2 − 2T 2 − 3 > 0 since the lower bound could approach infinity as α → 0. Therefore, to ensure convergence with an arbitrarily small perturbation, it is sufficient to have
Since T 2 ≥ 0 by definition (30), the condition becomes
By re-arranging the terms, this condition is equivalent to
which can be simplified as
Thus, if the initial error ζ i,0 > ρ max , the error keeps growing. On the other hand, if the errors are bounded by 0 < ζ i,k < ρ max for all i's and k's, the algorithm reaches the equilibrium error floor ρ min . Thus, as long as the initialization error ζ i,0 satisfies 0 < ζ i,0 < ρ max for i = 1, · · · , I, the algorithm progresses with contracting error until reaching the error floor ρ min due to the constant bounded perturbation κ. Using (24), we evaluate the deviation of H k ( ) from the averageH k = 1 T ⊗ I N H H k (0)/I for a finite . By subtracting the averageH k on both sides of (24), we have
Then, we bound the norms of the above equation as
Using Lemma 1 and the norm inequality · ≤ · F , we have
The quantity H k (0) is by definition (17) determined as
where the norm inequality is used
By definition of e k,i ( ) and E k,i ( ), we have
. . .
and hence the norm of each component is bounded by the total norm e k ( ) < Cλ η and E k ( ) F < Cλ η .
APPENDIX D PROOF OF LEMMA 4
We prove this result by mathematical induction. We will repetitively use matrix expansion [51] for any Z and δZ,
as long as
Given x 0 i = x 0 for all i, then for any i = j we have
where the discrepancy is expressed explicitly as
Thus, if E 0,i ( 0 ), E 0,j ( 0 ) are small enough, the expansion in (89) can be applied here to simplify the expression. 
Note that from the norm inequality of sub-matrices
and by Assumption 4 we have 0 ≥ min . From Lemma 3 and Assumption 4, the above inequalities can be bounded as
Choosing min according to (45) , we have λ
For notation convenience, we definẽ
and clearly, we have 0 <ξ < ξ < 1/2 according to the definition of D in (45) by Assumption 4. Therefore, letting δZ = E 0 ( 0 ) and Z =H 0 , it follows from Lemma 3 that
and the expansion holds. By the matrix series expansion and grouping all the high order terms q ≥ 1, we have 2) Proof of success when k = 1: According to the triangular inequality for norms, we can bound e 0,i ( 0 ) − e 0,j ( 0 ) ≤ 2 e 0 ( 0 )
Using (98), we can bound the norm of the first term as 
where the last equality comes from the convergence of geometric series lim K→∞ K k=1 a k = a/(1 − a) for any |a| < 1.
Since 0 <ξ < ξ < 1/2 and λ 
and thus the norm of the second term is bounded as
where the last inequality comes from (92).
Following the same rationale, the norm of the third term can be bounded as
which leads to
where the last inequality has used the results in (102). Note that this bound is very loose since we bound a second order term with the first order term. Introducing the constants C 1 and C 2 defined in (47) and the inequality in (90), we have
and therefore the result holds for k = 1.
B. Induction: k = K and k = K + 1
Let the error bound hold for k = K such that for any i = j
with C 1 , C 2 given in (47) . The inequality below holds
Similar to the case when k = 1, if the perturbations E K,i ( K ), E K,j ( K ) are small enough, the expansion in (89) can be applied here to simplify the expression.
1) Matrix series expansion:
By definition (40), we have
which is another perturbed inverse. Thus we first examine whether this inverse can be expanded using the series expansion in (89). From (43) and (107), we have
where the last inequality comes from the non-negativity of λ η (i.e., λ ∞ > K k=0 λ ( k − min) η for all finite K). By the definition of D in (45) in Assumption 4, we have (92)). Therefore, the matrix series expansion holds for (109). Then using the above calculations, we have Similar to the case with k = 1, we have
